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Coming Soon! Les 5 Etoiles de Pau on H&C

“Les 5 Etoiles de Pau” hosts two of the most spectacular equestrian sports
events - eventing and driving - and it is just around the corner! H&C is
exclusively live streaming The Les 5 Etoiles de Pau, which will showcase the
best eventers in the world as well as the top driving competitors on Wednesday,
October 27, through Sunday, October 31.

The eventing cross-country course in Pau, reputed for its technicality and
incredible combinations, is created by course designer Pierre Michelet.

The eventing schedule includes the trot-up on Thursday, October 28, followed
by dressage on Friday, cross-country on Saturday, and the final phase of show
jumping on Sunday.

U.S. eventer Liz Halliday-Sharp and Canadian Mike Winter will represent North
America in Pau.

CAIO4* Driving at Pau

The marathon is the flagship event in the carriage-driving triathlon. The course
is over seven kilometers long, and the teams will have to negotiate “obstacles”
or a sequence of difficulties over different types of terrain. There will be no
shortage of speed or suspense in this test, comparable to the cross-country
course in the CCI 5*L, which is designed and created by course designer
Jacques Tamalet.

The driving horse inspection, followed by the dressage phase, is on
Wednesday, October 27, with additional dressage on Thursday, cones phase
on Saturday, and marathon on Sunday.
 

Available on H&C: Liz Halliday-Sharp Masterclass

Watch the Masterclass with top U.S.
eventer Liz Halliday-Sharp to learn
how she prepares her horses for top
competition.

 

Not an H&C+ Member Yet?

There are live events from almost every equestrian discipline on H&C+, as well
as over 1,600 hours of programming on horsemanship, training,
documentaries, and entertainment for equestrians.
 
H&C+ is available to watch on the H&C app on mobile and tablet, on the web
via desktop computer, as well as on Xfinity, VIZIO, Roku, Apple TV, Android TV,
and Amazon Fire.
 

P.S. Want to find out more about how to watch? Visit our FAQs here
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